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“Why do animals need to camouage themselves?
Camouage is a way of hiding by blending into the background. 
Many animals use camouage so that they won’t be caught by 
their enemies. Other animals use camouage to hide from animals 

they are trying to catch. Which animals do you know that use 
clever camouage?”

•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion of topic.

•  Develop research skills based on this topic.

•  Use Table of Contents to locate specific information.

•  Refer to Glossary to clarify basic concepts.

•  Notice homophones:  their/there

•  Focus on use of adjectives to add meaning to text.

•  Identify antonyms:  dark/light  above/below

•  Notice irregular plural –es:  foxes  branches

•  Understand use of apostrophe to show possession.

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.

•   Find learning resources to extend and reinforce the literacy 

strategies in this title @ redrocketreaders.com
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            Some animals use one color to hide
          .against the backgrounds they live in

              A snake’s green or brown scales are
        .the same color as plants
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                A lion’s fur is the same color as
  .            long grass A beetle’s shell is the
        .    same color as the earth Parrots
          have feathers that match the

      .leaves on the trees
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